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Rallies, racism
and resignations

University of Missouri’s president resigns
amid protest from students, faculties
and athletes who claim that he handled
racial issues with negligence. Page 3

Fighting crime in
the cornfields

Campus Police. They’re more than our
protectors. They’re friends. Page 3

Bump, set, Spikeball

Rising in popularity and passion, Spikeball
is the new kid in the KSAC. Page 4

Authentic
American heroes
Writer and director Angelo Pizzo discusses
his newest film, “My All American.” Page 6

Just another
gender article?

How can we discuss gender equality if men
are excluded from the conversation? Page 7

Senior Day victory
Robbins’ touchdown pass fuels
Taylor’s offense. Page 8
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Comparative percentiles from a May 2015 study by the American Association of University Professors show a gap between goals and current data.

Taylor’s faculty receive high
benefits, but low salaries
Becca Robb

News Co-Editor
The average full-time faculty member
is 53 years old, according to Taylor’s
2016 contract data.

In order to attract younger faculty, Taylor may need to increase its
salaries and decrease its benefits.
During the past few years, universities similar to Taylor have diminished their benefits, according to
Marla Persinger, benefits coordinator. Taylor’s benefits are relatively

high, but the tradeoff for high benefits is low salaries.
“We have an amazing quality of
faculty for the salary,” said Steve
Dayton, institutional research analyst for Taylor.
Full-time Taylor faculty are in the
31st percentile for salary and the 88th

Graphic by Matthew Morse

percentile for benefits, compared to
24 participating institutions in a May
2015 study from the American Association of University Professors.
Though Taylor set a goal in 2013
to increase faculty salaries and decrease benefits, they do not have a
Pennies continues on page 2

Save and continue
The computer science
department doesn’t
monkey around
Brecken Mumford
Contributor

The Computer Science and Engineering
Department is buzzing in preparation
for GameJam: a friendly game-designing contest that started yesterday and
will continue through Nov. 14.
The theme, Survive, was picked by
approximately 30 participating students and a handful of faculty overseers. Teams worked tirelessly until
Euler closes attempting to solidify a
game plan, literally.
“When we start, you can do everything except coding,” faculty sponsor
Jon Denning said. “So, you can think
through how is the theme going to

come through and work in the game,
what are the characters going to
be like, how are you going to move
through the game . . . and then Friday
at six you can start coding.”
The GameJam will reopen for design
and coding at 6 p.m. today, stop again
when Euler closes at 2 a.m., then reopens at 6 a.m. The competition ends
at 11:59 p.m. on Saturday. The teams
are racing against the clock to create
a video game from scratch. However,
students are allowed to use gaming engines to help with music, sound effects
and general design.
The tradition began at Taylor last fall
when sophomore David Nurkkala approached Jon Denning about a possible
coding competition for Taylor students.
The two worked together to create the event and launched it in fall
2014 with approximately 15 students

participating. They hosted another one in the spring 2015 with about
20 students in attendance. So, they
decided to go for another year—
with some changes. Denning said
this year’s goal is to aim for more
of a learning experience for the students involved.
“I’ve learned a lot about making
games from the last GameJam and
I’ve also learned how creative and ingenious other people are, even when
you least expect it, ” Nurkkala said.
Also, this year there will be a panel of
non-student judges to determine the
winner. The prize is a full color, 3 inch
tall 3D-printed trophy of a monkey.
The monkey is an attempt to rekindle a CompSci tall-tale from
when the department was located
in the basement of Nussbaum. A tradition that started in the ’80s with a

stuffed monkey found in the parking
lot, dubbed “The Dungeon Monkey.”
“That particular tradition has died
down,” Denning said. “We’re trying to
bring it back so even though we’re not in
the dungeon anymore, we’d still like to have
our own, unofficial mascot as the trophy.”
GameJam was designed to encourage students to delve into learning as
well as create a fun-yet-competitive
atmosphere. Even though registration
is closed, anyone is welcome to drop
in and encourage their fellow classmates or come to learn more about
game design. The department is anticipating hosting another GameJam
in the spring semester.
Once the winners have been decided,
all games from this fall and last spring
will be available to play and download
at http://gamejam.cse.taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu
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Ignite at Colleges Across the U.S.
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“Everyone was really different, but we are one.”
Crossing bridges
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK

Federal court upholds California’s
long delays on death row
aljazeera.com

Pastor’s Pregnant Wife Killed in
Indianapolis Home Invasion
time.com

US mulls smoking ban for
public housing nationwide
aljazeera.com
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Central Indiana domestic violence
shelters turn away 1,743
indystar.com

Launching off the pier
International Coffee House
hopes to bring splash
of culture to campus
Annabelle Blair

International Coffee House, occurring tonight at 7 p.m. in the Student
Union, offers a unique blend of culture and coffee.
Hosted annually by the International Student Society (ISS), the event features instrumental, song and dance
performances in addition to international drinks, creative culture-sharing
and, of course, coffee.
“It’s just a chill night,” said sophomore Sophia Hdija, ISS event coordinator and a student from France.
She added that International Coffee
House provides a platform for students to celebrate diverse ways of life.
“I would say that the heart—the
common thread . . . is to give back to
the Taylor community and to share
their culture and just have fun with
the domestic students,” said Kelly
Pengelly, director of international student support services and assistant
director of intercultural programs.
Although performances are open
to anyone, the event primarily showcases international student talent.
Pengelly hopes it provides a niche
where international students can
voice their stories.

ISS President sophomore Chin Ai Oh,
a student from Malaysia, welcomes authenticity. “It is not only a cultural expression, but also an opportunity for students
to showcase who they are,” Oh said.
International Coffee House is one
way ISS accomplishes its goal of building a bridge between international
and domestic Taylor students. Pengelly explains this year’s theme, Pier.
“The pier is where you would enter
another culture,” she said.
At past International Coffee House
events, Pengelly was excited to see
people getting up from their tables
and taking time while standing in
line for refreshments to mingle with
others from different global regions.
The idea behind International Coffeehouse goes beyond a program. “There’s
also food and people just relaxing and
enjoying life together,” Pengelly said.
Yeji Kim, a foreign-exchange student from Korea, tackled learning a
Korean pop song/dance routine she
will be performing with friends.
“I like to do that, because it’s a special moment, I think,” Kim said. “More
similar to say ‘special memory’ because it’s my first and last performance in American university.”
International Coffeehouse adds a
layer of diversity to international and
domestic students and faculty -- providing an opportunity for multifaceted sharing and learning.
echo@taylor.edu

members felt were met with success.
ASIA cabinet member and sophomore, Joshie Kongmaneechachawa
was concerned about the workload
Bridging the Gap required, as well as
the pressure involved with the event’s
reputation. “At the end of the day, it’s
worth it, because we put everything
together…and we got our message
across,” he said. “It’s important to educate people and raise awareness for
students who want to share but don’t
have the opportunity to speak.”
Junior Jihyun Bella Kim acted in a
cultural diversity skit about a typical
high school student’s experience in
South Korea.
“The play was based on our actual
story,” Kim said. She and fellow-performers met to discuss which aspects
of their own experiences to include.
Kim said she enjoyed interacting with
participants during the performance.
“It was really natural, because every

time (the effect of the skit) depended on
the atmosphere of the students watching. . . . It was fun to see American students’ responses,” she said.
ASIA cabinet member and sophomore, Ashley McGhee, enjoyed the
bonding experience Bridging the Gap
offered. “One of my favorite parts
about tonight was including all the exchange and international students and
seeing them feel at home,” she said. “It
was fun for me to see who they are in
their element, where they feel comfortable, interacting with each other
— and that people showed up and got
to be a part of the experience.”
Kim echoed the theme of being
connected as a community. “I could
see other Asian cultures—also in the
same place,” she said. “I couldn’t focus
on what they were doing, but I could
hear them. Everyone was really different, but we are one.”
echo@taylor.edu

Contributor

(L to R) Junior Jihyun Bella Kim, senior Yeji Kim and junior Hanna Park practice their act for the show.

Crossing bridges
Students gathered in
halls across campus to
represent diversity
Annabelle Blair
Contributor

Students and faculty engaged with
Taylor’s international community
through Bridging the Gap: You, Me
and We—a campus-wide event of
presentations, food and discussion—
hosted in dorm lobbies on Nov. 5.
“The goal of this event is to raise
cultural awareness and break down
cultural barriers between national
and international students at Taylor
University,” said junior Sammy Rodriguez, president of the Multi-Ethnic Student Association (MESA). “The
Pennies continued from page 1

set timeline for this goal.
“We’ve tried to really hang onto our
benefits, because that’s an important
part of working here at Taylor,” Persinger said. “Maybe we don’t get paid as
much (as) the other institutions around
our area, so we really try to hold onto
the benefit part for our employees.”
Taylor offers full-time employees a
range of benefits, including health insurance, tuition remission for dependents, long-term disability insurance
and life insurance. Perhaps the most
prominent of these is Taylor’s retirement plan. Taylor contributes the
equivalent of 12 percent of employee’s regular salary toward retirement.
Political science and international relations professor Nicholas Kerton-Johnson said that Taylor has a
generous pension and gives more to
long-term employees than many employers. According to him, many faculty aren’t attracted to Taylor for the
salary or even for the benefits.
“Faculty are here because they are

idea is to bridge the gap, like the name
says, between international students
and the rest of the Taylor community.”
Formerly known as Boxes and
Walls, Bridging the Gap reflected collaboration with organizations outside
of the Office of Intercultural Programs
(OIP) in its name change.
“This year, we’re partnering with World
Opportunity Week,” Rodriguez said. “People would be confused if we called it Boxes and Walls. Technically, it’s very similar,
but it also has a few changes.”
Although OIP and MESA primarily
sponsored Thursday’s event, several
other student groups on campus were
represented. Starting in one dorm,
participants rotated through cultural experiences organized by Latino
Student Union, Black Student Union,

called here,” Kerton-Johnson said. “We
are not pursuing careers at state universities where professors can earn
two or three times what they could
here, but there’s almost a pastoral calling attached to the scholarly side.”
Persinger said that one reason that
salary is set at its current level is because of the low cost of living near
Taylor. While rural Indiana generally may be less expensive, the cost
of living in Upland may be more expensive due to high property prices and utility costs, according to
Kerton-Johnson.
One way that Taylor shows faculty
appreciation is by holding an annual Christmas banquet for employees.
Once employees have been with Taylor
for 20 years, they are invited to a luncheon in May. Many other institutions
have dropped these recognitions due
to budget cuts, according to Persinger.
“Once you get here, you kind of
stay,” Persinger said. “We have a longevity with our employees.”
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph by Christine East

Asian Society for Intercultural Awareness (ASIA), International Student Society and MuKappa (an organization
for children of missionaries).
Each program included an activity,
snacks from different cultures represented, fellowship with international
students and discussion and debriefing for participants.
According to MESA cabinet member
and freshman, Yeram Yun, Bridging
the Gap began a discussion between
international and domestic students, which MESA strives to continue
throughout the school year. Yun recognizes the breadth of this mission.
“It gives you a kind of social responsibility—to step out of your comfort
zone and connect people with the international students and what they
are doing,” Yun said. “It’s a lot of pressure, but I’m proud to do it.”
Bridging the Gap also carried expectations from previous years, which cabinet
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“I do have urgency to make the campus
I call home a more safe, welcoming and
inclusive environment for all identities
and backgrounds.”
Rallies, racism and resignations
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THE WORLD
U.S. maternal
mortality rate
increases as the
rest of the world
sees a decrease
in this area.
(Aljazeera)

UK unemployment
decreases but
wages remain
below expected
levels. (CNBC)
Photo provided by Flickr User Prenzleberger
Photo provided by Flickr user RL Stars

Central African
Republic
reassures the
Vatican about the
pope’s visit to the
nation.
(Reuters) Photo provided by Flickr User Catholic Church of England and Whales

India’s Narendra Modi
and England’s David
Cameron negotiate
a huge deal that may
be a leading global
partnership. (BBC)
Photo provided by Flickr User Paras Shah

Photo provided by Flickr User alpseasun2000

Isis claims
responsibility for
suicide bombers that
killed thousands
in Shia Suburb of
Beirut, Lebanon.
(Reuters)

Saudi princes
Rallies, racism
and resignations smuggle drugs
President of University
of Missouri resigns to
allow healing on a racially
wounded campus
Julia Camara
Contributor

Student protesters at the University of Missouri cheered as their president resigned from his position on
Monday due to claims of his insufficient dealings with campus racism
and other bigoted incidents.
“I have thought and prayed about
this decision and it’s the right thing
to do,” President Tim Wolfe said in his
address to the university, as reported
by The Washington Post. “Use my resignation to heal and start talking again
to make the changes necessary.”
Chancellor R. Bowen Loftin, overseer of the Columbia, Missouri campus, will also resign from his position.
In the past few weeks MU students began protesting on campus for the resignation of their president as they believed
he failed to sufficiently address the continual acts of racism and discrimination
on campus, according to the Washington Post. The incidents sparking the protest include the undergraduate student
body president being called the n-word,

a white student interrupting a skit by
black students with racist slurs and the
appearance of a swastika drawn with human feces on a bathroom wall.
The removal of two university administrators is the result of prolonged racial
tension at MU, reaching back to the 2014
shooting in Ferguson, when a police officer shot and killed a black man. The
Washington Post reported that in Columbia, while the MU community became increasingly concerned about
how minorities were treated, Wolfe remained inactive and disengaged.
Graduate student Jonathan Butler, a participant in the Ferguson protests, drew much attention to the race
issue with an open letter to MU saying
he would go on a hunger-strike until
the president was removed from office or until Butler’s organs failed, reported The New York Times.
“Let it be known I have no ill will or
thoughts of harm toward Mr. Wolfe.
But I do have urgency to make the
campus I call home a more safe, welcoming and inclusive environment
for all identities and backgrounds,”
he wrote as reported by Themaneater.
The graduate student initiated rapid
reaction on college campuses nationwide, unveiling stories of racial prejudice and discrimination. The president
of Yale University said last week that MU

Fighting crime
in the cornfields

Photograph by Jessica Nesselrodt

Campus Police Chief Jeff Wallace is there for the students, from helping
produce Youtube videos to shuttling injured students around campus.

Campus Police explain
why they love their jobs
Brianna Kudisch
Contributor

You may find Campus Police officers
shuttling shivering students around
campus in the dead of winter, letting
students into buildings or offering a
friendly wave. No matter the task, it’s
done with a smile.
One thing Campus Police Chief

had “failed” its minority students, according to the Washington Post. Word
of the MU protests spread quickly with
the use of a hashtag called #concernedstudents1950, referring to the year when
the first black student enrolled at MU.
University faculty and staff joined in
the protest by canceling classes, while
a petition displaying 7,000 signatures
called for the president to resign. Perhaps the greatest impact on the protest, gaining nationwide recognition,
was the MU football team choosing to
boycott last Saturday’s game. Their decision, which was supported by their
coach, had a considerable effect on the
spread of the protesters’ message.
According to the Washington Post
Missouri Governor Jay Nixon was in
favor of his removal, calling it a necessary step toward healing.
The first act of change on the MU
campus following the president’s
resignation was a statement from
the board, declaring a new initiative
to address racial tension on campus. The Missouri board of Curators
solemnly vowed to initiate change,
including a new position of chief diversity inclusion and equity officer.
An interim chancellor and president will be announced as soon
as possible.
echo@taylor.edu

Saudi princes scrutinized
after Lebanon seized
largest shipment of
drugs in its history

One of the largest drug smuggling
attempts in Lebanese history was
thwarted by authorities at the Beirut airport, and it allegedly involved
a Saudi prince. Officials in Lebanon
said that five Saudis were detained at
Beirut–Rafic Hariri International Airport for attempting to smuggle two
tons of pills hidden in boxes and suitcases out of Lebanon to Saudi Arabia.
The pills were labelled as Captogen, the brand name of a drug that
has not been in production since the
1980s. However, the brand has since
been counterfeited and used to mark
narcotics. The pills are very popular
throughout the Middle East, and contains amphetamines, which provides
a mood-altering stimulant that is
highly addictive. These drugs are also
illegal throughout the Middle East,
including Saudi Arabia and Lebanon.
The Saudi government is trying to
remove the princes from any trial taking place in Lebanon. Al-Manar News

reported that Saudi Arabia’s Deputy
Minister of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs Fawwaz Al-Shaalan met with
Lebanese Interior Minister Nuhad
al-Machnouk in order to work out
an arrangement to accomplish this.
This is not the first incident in which
a Saudi prince has gotten in trouble
with the law in a foreign nation. In October, Majed Abdulaziz Al-Saud faced
new allegations of sexual assault by
three female housekeepers who worked
at his Beverly Hills, California, mansion.
Previous complaints about the incident
were filed with the District Attorney’s
office, but prosecutors did not pursue
the case due to “lack of evidence.”
However, after these most recent allegations, charges were pressed by Lebanon and Al-Saud was released on a
$300,000 bail. While many foreign nationals try to claim diplomatic immunity
to escape any prosecution, authorities in
Los Angeles have said that the immunity
would not apply to Al-Saud in this case.
Although both of these cases still
have to go through their respective
country’s legal processes, it is clear
that with a royal family containing
over 7,000 princes, it is difficult for
the nation of Saudi Arabia to maintain control over the criminal actions of their princes when they
travel across the globe.
echo@taylor.edu

Jeff Wallace wishes students knew
about Campus Police is that law enforcement is not only their job but
also their ministry. Wallace is a 15year veteran of Taylor University’s
Campus Police force.
“We have a heart to serve the Lord
which we hope comes out in serving
our campus community in the way
we interact and the way we have intentional relationships with others,”
Wallace said.
Wallace has shown that intentional interaction through his willingness
to lead several Spring Break mission
trips to the Dominican Republic.
Campus Police provides a safe environment on campus and in surrounding Upland through proactive
patrolling. They also monitor the activity of buildings on campus and
maintain effective parking by controlling traffic flow.
During winters when temperatures
are dangerously low, Campus Police
offer rides to students.
“During J-term when it was extremely cold out, they gave me and
my friends a ride to the place we were
going,” junior Lauren Nyczak said.
The officers point to students as
the best aspect of their job.
“I love the interaction with
students,” Wallace said. “I love

the challenge from students,
intellectually.”
Tim Enyeart, Deputy Chief of Police, agrees with Wallace.
Enyeart emphasizes the point by letting students know they can depend on
him, whether it’s a ride to the Health
Center or helping start their car.
“I tell the students, ‘Hey I’m working for you,’” Enyeart said.
Well-versed in a variety of skills, they
even wear the teacher hat, according
to sophomore Jeanine Aupperle.
“Jeff Wallace taught a class to my
wing on self defense. It was so much
fun and I learned a lot. Jeff Wallace is
the man,” Aupperle said.
Throughout the years, Campus
Police has increased its training and
resources. While the department
was initially an unarmed security department, it is now an armed police
force. Wallace worked as a campus
officer at Taylor for two years before
leaving to work in Michigan.
After working in Detroit as a police
officer for 13 years, he felt God calling
him to return to Upland. Wallace is a
Taylor graduate and grew up in the
area, so Upland has always felt like
home. It was the right move both personally and professionally.
“I don’t think I decided to work
for Campus Police. I think God

decided to have me work for Campus Police,” Wallace said.
Taylor’s Campus Police are different from the typical campus police
department, not only in their professionalism, but also in how they view
students. The officers aim to have a
healthy relationship with students,
creating an open space for unity in
the body of Christ.
Wallace pointed out that on most
university campuses, there’s a divide
between students and police officers
which creates friction. However, Taylor’s campus is unique in that students
work together with officers with an
emphasis on intentional relationships.
The officers show their less serious side, too, when given the chance.
“I’ve been in several Youtube (videos). People come up to you (and
say) ‘Hey I need you to pull me over’
or ‘I want to get a video of running
from the police,’” Enyeart said. “I
had one guy come up to me and
ask me if I had any pot. And then
he pulled out a regular kitchen pot
and pan (and said) ‘Like this one!’”
Like any other job, working at
Campus Police is not perfect. When
asked if he could change one thing
about his job, Wallace immediately
said, “Less meetings.”
echo@taylor.edu

Seth Brandle
Contributor
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COMEBACK
TRENDS
’90 S
The ’90s are out? As if !
Natalie Halleen

AT TAYLOR

Contributor

Here’s the 4-1-1: The 1990s were wondrous times. However, apart from
priceless childhood memories filled
with Blue’s Clues, Out of the Box
and Jump5, let’s face it . . . our youth
robbed us of experiencing the greatness of this decade. Although we no
longer sit in our blow-up furniture
and listen to the Backstreet Boys,
our fashion today bears close resemblance to the ‘90s. The trends have
come full circle, and the stuff you
thought was out is in again. Here
are some of the nearest and dearest trends of the 90s that are back on
campus and better than ever.
Floral dresses- Who can resist
being a walking garden? Not only
useful as camouflage, this ‘90s
fashion staple will show others
that you are fun, cool and in love
with nature. Next time you attend
church, observe the dozens of blossoms around you and appreciate
the botanic beauty.

Photograph by Google Images

Wild leg kicking, hair blowing in the wind—there is
nothing more glamorous than a cruise on the old Razor.

High-waisted jeans- One of the
biggest returners of the decade.
What better way to bring back ‘90s
fashion than to bring back ‘90s
moms? Pay tribute to the love and
care your mothers gave you during
your youth by wearing her pants.
Take those dusty denims out of your
attic and rock your mom’s genes.
Razor scooters- Aluminum
build, spoon brake, hinged fender.
This snazzy mode of transportation
is best for those who have trust issues, as the handlebars provide
safety and control. Impress your
friends by doing slightly cool tricks
with this gnarly preteen toy.
Platform shoes- Feeling self-conscious about your height or want to
pet that squirrel in the tree? Well, do
I have a sole mate for you. What better way to solve your problems than
to stand on five inches of solid shoe?
Not only do they help you reach for
the stars, but you can hollow them
out and hide objects inside, such
as a phone, a Grille cookie or your
World Lit textbook. Look out sidewalk bugs, animals and small children; these bad boys are taking
the town.
CAUTION: May experience slight
lightheadedness, nosebleeds or altitude sickness.

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Oh snap! Freshmen Sophie Finlay (L) and Sara Bergen (R) bring the
‘90s back with flannel, high waisted shorts and attitude.

Jelly sandals- This edible-looking fashion necessity shows just
how squished feet get when they
are encased in footwear. Seethrough jelly shoes are the way to
go for those seeking the illusion of
wearing tape as sandals. These lifesize Barbie shoes scream rubbery
comfort and are a necessity for
showing off your totally rad feet.
Flannel- The return of the flannel has taken over our lives, as
there is at least one represented in
each class and at every DC table.
We owe our thanks to the ‘90s, but
also to Goodwill—the supplier of
80% of the flannels you see around
campus. We don’t want new, freshly made flannels. We want the ones
literally worn in the ‘90s. Taylor
students are the real deal. Also,
let’s be honest. These shirts are not

only extremely comfortable, but
they help you feel like a lumberjack, and who doesn’t want that?
Shirts tied around the waistThis is one of the more practical
trends, as it can prepare you for the
most drastic of temperature changes and emergencies. Warm outside
but cold in the classroom? Sweater
save. Spilled boom-boom sauce on
your t-shirt? Long-sleeve to the rescue. Impromptu Taylor-approved
square dance? Instant f lannel.
Wear your “hip” jackets and shirts
with pride and show off the fact
that you are prepared for life’s unexpected twists and trickery.

This bunched-up piece of fabric not
only works as a hairpiece, but doubles as a nifty bracelet or potential
DC war weapon. The options are endless for this stretchy, billowing circle of joy.

Scrunchies- A flexible accessory
to bring out your inner child on any
occasion. Who wants a boring ponytail when you can have one that
explodes with fun and spunkiness?

These are only a few of the many
‘90s trends we’re seeing come back
to life. Others include the ‘90s Drew
Barrymore look: unnaturally dark
eyebrows and lipstick to enhance

Photograph by Google Images

A wrinkly alternative to hair ties—we’re happy to see you again, scrunchies.

one’s paleness. Oh and of course
chokers, which will constantly
squeeze your airways while being
fashionable. Win-win if you ask me.
Don’t let this retro window of
time pass you by. The ‘90s are back,
so dive into the grunge and let it
spice up your life. Next time you’re
“Home Alone,” don’t act “Clueless,”
grab some of your “Goodfellas,” and
go “Good Will Hunting.”
echo@taylor.edu

Bump, set, Spikeball
A whole new ball game
Wren Haynes
Staff Writer

The wind’s blowing cold outside, and
cabin fever is starting to spread—
even though it’s only been below 50
degrees for three days. If you’re hoping to get out of your dorm one last
time before hibernation, this weekend’s Spikeball tournament might be
for you.
Senior Sullivan Finlay and juniors Chris Robbins, Ruben Bedon
and David Breyette organized the
event as part of an MGT 352 class
project. While brainstorming activities that would involve 100 or more
people—one of the requirements
for the assignment—they thought
of Spikeball.
“Each of us really enjoys Spikeball,
and we’re all in Wengatz, and it’s a
pretty big game over there,” Finlay
said. “A lot of people (all over campus) play Spikeball, so we thought
it would be a really great way to

bring a lot of people together and
have fun.”
The event is being sponsored by
Pine Cove Camps, who decided to
partner with the group in an effort
to get a little publicity at Taylor. The
camp provided three Spikeball sets
as tournament prizes—two sets will
go to the winning pair, and the last
will be raffled.
The tournament itself will consist
of several rounds of play.
“We’re thinking we’re going to have
a World Cup style, where we have
group play with however many teams
are in a group, and then we’ll have
double elimination for teams,” Finlay
said. “And then out of that we’ll . . .
progress through to a winner.”
The tournament will take place
Nov. 14 in the KSAC. Email chris_robbins@taylor.edu for early registration,
with on-site registration starting at a
12:30 p.m. at a table in the Fieldhouse.
Games start in courts one through
three at 1 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu
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Intensity is an understatement when it comes to Spikeball for freshman Josh Granger, freshman Luke Brom, sophomore Joe Schuette and freshman Will Schaufelberger (left to right).

Monson said the tagline “be a Classic
Buffalo” means to have great value and be
a part of a larger group that empowers its
members by sharing personal stories.
Have you heard about the herd?
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Have you heard
about the herd?
Solving the Classic
Buffalo mystery
Lindsay Robinson
Life & Times Co-Editor

With a new stand set up in the campus store and posters around campus, Classic Buffalo has left many
scratching their heads in confusion. Is it a clothing company? A social media campaign? Senior Ryan
Monson, founder, explains Classic
Buffalo as a community of college
students promoted through merchandise and social media—one
that is opening up its first chapter
here at Taylor.
The Classic Buffalo name is intended to be a conversation starter
and reflects the company’s mission. Classic refers to something
of value and buffalo are known
for traveling in large herds. Monson said the tagline “be a Classic
Buffalo” means to have great value
and be a part of a larger group that
empowers its members by sharing
personal stories. He wants those
involved to be heard, not simply
be a part of the “herd.”
“It’s essentially a club . . . a free
space to be you,” said Monson.
Four years ago, Monson had the
idea to create a company for a class
project called Kingly which sold
cost-effective streetwear for college students. But after his idea
didn’t place at Shark Tank during
his junior year, Monson went back
to the drawing board. He came up
with the idea last January for people to tell personal stories through
a movement that would be spread
through merchandise.
“The purpose behind our shirts

and stickers is to make money, but
also for the customer to feel valued on a day-to-day basis,” Monson said.
Through Monson’s own experiences with depression and anxiety, he
saw a greater need for a group that
could provide daily support on college campuses. Monson wants his
company to use clothing as means
of empowerment—a tangible reminder that people are not alone in
their struggles.

Monson wants his company
to use clothing as means of
empowerment—a tangible
reminder that people are
not alone in their struggles.
He realized that many support
forums and anonymous support
groups online attempt to do this, but
fail because they leave out face-toface communication. Classic Buffalo
is meant to remedy this by creating
a physical space where students can
be encouraged.
Monson hopes the group will
grow organically through meaningful conversations and relationships, appealing to people of all
backgrounds.
His company’s message—that a
person has value simply because he
or she exists—to intended to reach
its target audience of 18- to 24-yearold college students.
“You grow in differences but you
bond over similarities,” Monson
said. “The whole point is [to create]
the least amount of barriers possible for entry for people to be a part
of this.”
So far, Classic Buffalo has a

website, Facebook and Instagram
account. On the website are stories
from other Classic Buffalo members
and more information about the mission statement. The site also has a
feature where people can submit
their stories.
Monson admits that as the
group gains momentum he will
need a larger team to shoulder responsibility. As of right now, he is
the only one in charge of groups’
facilitation.
So far the group has had one meeting in the Bergwall Hall conference
room. Monson was encouraged by
the good turnout.
“We had more people than chairs,”
he said.
He will be pitching his company
at the Taylor Shark Tank on Nov. 19.
echo@taylor.edu
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Ryan Monson’s company, Classic Buffalo, opens its first chapter at Taylor.

Photograph provided by Classic Buffalo

Classic Buffalo hosted its first meeting in the Bergwall Hall conference room.

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Kelsie
Collins

Bradley
Jensen

“I live in the
armpit of Indiana.”
- Kelsie Collins

Photograph provided by Kelsie Collins

“Bachelor ‘til the
rapture. . . . Unless
one of you ladies
wants to change
that!” -Bradley Jensen

Photograph provided by Bradley Jensen

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Kait Bedel @
 kait_bedel
That moment when your textbook
refers to God as a “sugar
daddy”... #GodOfManyNames
#Tayloru

Peyton Nill @
 peytonnill
You know you go to a Christian
school when the only graﬃti is
“Alleluia to God Almighty, alleluia
to the King” written in pencil
#tayloru
Tobi Ballantine @
 tobiballantine
When you ﬁnd out The Echo
boycotted printing your name
because “you’ve been in it too
much”<<<<< #tayloru
Anna Cummings @
 laughingbanAnna
I really didn’t think about the
constant noise that is so
characteristic of res life before I
got here :’) #tayloru
Jesslyn Ridge @
 jess_ridge7
Scott on the gender discussion
“Its like the Tootsie Pop Owl trying
to get to the center 1, 2, 3..the
World may never know” #tayloru
#gender
Abbie Brewer @
 abrewer01894
There are really no words to
express the bond you feel with
the person making your food at
the grille. #tayloru

@breckydoo13: Saturday night shenanigans
#1SE2015 #tayloru #pickadate

@alex4chang: We take laser tag very seriously....
Well at least I do #pickadate #tayloru

Michael Snyder @
 slorzdevoi
“Oh great Gene, just look! All the
rain lately brought those darn
land sharks back to campus. So
much for walking the dog today.”
#tayloru

A&E

“I like stories that inspire, that challenge us to
think about what we do in our lives vis-à-vis
(in relation to) other people, our communities
whether they be large or small.”
Authentic American heroes
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The cast of “Marriage of Figaro” brings comedy and skilled vocal performances to the Mitchell Theatre stage this weekend.

Let the wedding bells ring
Taylor Theatre and
music department wed
in “Marriage of Figaro”
Austin Lindner
A&E Editor

This weekend, the Taylor Theatre
trades the puffs and frills of the 1700s
for the high-collared drama of the
early modern age in its rendition of
“Marriage of Figaro.”
In Artistic Director Tracy Manning and junior Alexis Colón’s adaptation of Mozart’s renowned opera
buffa, the comedic antics of the
plot are relocated from a castle in
Seville to the elegant home of Lord
and Lady Almaviva in early 20th century England.
Taking place over a single chaotic day, the opera follows Figaro,
Lord Almaviva’s valet, as he plans to
marry his love Susanna, Lady Almaviva’s maid. Susanna unfortunately
catches the interest and affections of
Lord Almaviva, who begins to make
advances upon her behind his wife’s
back, scheming to put a halt to the
happy couple’s wedding. In retaliation, Susanna and Figaro team up
with the scorned Lady Almaviva and
a host of supporting characters to

outwit their villain through a series
of ridiculous twists and tricks.
The fast-paced and often ridiculous scenes take place on a simple,
elegant set—complete with ornate
white wooden structures representing the doorways and arches of the
refined mansion. The set decorations
are placed on a turntable, allowing
the audience to follow scheming
characters as they scurry from one
end of the house to the other.
Beyond its change of century, Taylor’s “Figaro” stands out from previous versions of the classic. Whereas
traditional operas rely on recitatives (quickly sung lines of text and
exposition), this modern day “Figaro” uses spoken dialogue in English
to give the show more of a Broadway musical feel. Typical operas
also tend to restrict mobility of their
characters, while Taylor’s “Figaro”
throws its characters around the
stage, allowing the actors to make
the most of the physical comedy at
their fingertips.
While the show’s look has been updated from “Amadeus” to “Downton
Abbey,” the beautiful score remains
the lifeblood of the show. Music and
opera professor Conor Angell serves
as music director and conductor for

“Figaro,” carefully guiding the Taylor
Symphony Orchestra in the pit.
Rising and falling with each complication, the orchestra effectively
breathes the drama happening on
the stage a few feet above. The trill
of violins suggests a brilliant idea hitting a character. The blaring of horns
responds to a triumphant outcome
to a stressful scene. The cellos stir
restlessly when danger is present.
But the moments of true bliss are
found in the harmonies between lovers—and sometimes even between
enemies. With a skilled ensemble
including many vocal performance
students, the cast is more than capable of tackling each leap and crescendo in Mozart’s difficult score.
In fact, the opera’s brightest moments reside in its energetic performances. Junior theatre major Sean
Sele practically tap-dances through
his scenes with charisma and wit in
his take on the protagonist, Figaro.
His rich baritone voice fills the stage
during solos, but his expression and
smart comedic timing help him steal
laughter from the audience.
His partner in comic crime is Susanna, played by sophomore Alexis Turner.
Thanks to a defiant performance from
the gifted soprano, Turner’s Susanna

Singing and Socrates

at Gaither Studios in Alexandria,
Ind. The band is hoping to have an
EP release party at Taylor in the Student Union, but nothing will be fiNew band features
“The band’s sound would be a nalized until the band picks a date
gnarly wave of rock and blues,” said to release the new album. The musoulful philosophy
Stewart. “The best part for me is the sic will be available on iTunes, SpotiGrace Hooley
opportunity to harmonize with great fy and Bandcamp.
musicians that inspire each other to
The name of the album-in-progress
Contributor
become better every practice and is “Elementary Philosophy,” a play on
Shocrates and the Wise Men plans performance.”
the term “EP” (meaning “extended
to add some soul to Taylor UniversiThe start of this band was just play”). There will be four songs on
ty with the upcoming release of their as “gnarly” as its music. Tyler was this album: “Do You Ever Get LoneEP album.
the housekeeper on First Breun- ly?”, “Charlie Sheen, Fried Chicken,
The band is made up of senior inger, where Moorehead lived for and Blues,” “Ruby (On the FeasibiliDanny Moorehead on the drums two years. They talked about guitars ty of a Benevolent Omnipotent Deiand acoustic guitar; Taylor gradu- and jammed for a couple years. Last ty Bestowing Free Will and Allowing
ate Tyler Shockey (’10) on lead gui- winter, Tyler told Moorehead that Suffering)” and “Walk Out”.
tar and vocals; Trevor Shockey (’13) he wanted to start his own band and
According to Moorehead, Tyler
on the auxiliary percussion instru- record an album, but he needed a Shockey, the group’s songwriter, dements, including djembe and con- drummer. Stewart and Trevor joined rives much of his inspiration from
ga drums; and sophomore Gardner the band in the following months.
philosophical principles.
Stewart on the saxophone, keyThis year Shocrates and the Wise
“(Ruby) is a song based on free will
board and bass.
Men began recording their album and how for God’s love to be real, it has

Authentic American heroes
Screenwriter Angelo Pizzo
shares about his latest
film, “My All American”
Landry Long
Contributor

A speculative screenplay is written by
a screenwriter who only hopes that it
might one day be made into a movie.
There is no commission. No guarantee. Only dreaming and a gut feeling.
With a limited release in 1986,
the fi lm “Hoosiers” went on to receive two Academy Award nominations and has since been regarded
by many critics as one of the greatest sports movies of all time. “Hoosiers” was written on spec. The man
that took that chance is American

screenwriter and film producer, Angelo Pizzo.
After writing “Hoosiers,” Pizzo went on to write films such as
“Rudy” and “The Game of Their
Lives.” Now for the first time, Pizzo takes on the roles of both writer
and director for his new movie, “My
All American.”
Set in the late 1960s, “My All
American” is the true story of an
undersized and un-recruited football player named Freddy Steinmark (played by Finn Wittrock).
When one of the assistant coaches for the Texas Longhorns football team comes to Freddy’s high
school in Denver to watch one of
Freddy’s teammates, he witnesses Freddy having the game of his

life. When the recorded footage is
brought back to head coach Darrell Royal, played by Aaron Eckhart,
Steinmark is offered a scholarship
to attend the University of Texas. After a successful season, Freddy’s life
changes in a drastic way.
“While in that championship season, (he fights) a catastrophic injury,” Pizzo said. “His leadership, his
inspirational qualities, what he did
in terms of connecting and helping
the team even though he had a tragic
diagnosis (are) really the heart and
soul of the movie.”
Pizzo is a master of emotion. His
movies do more than provide simple
entertainment, they describe the human experience.
“I like stories with authentic
heroes,” Pizzo said. “I like stories
that inspire, that challenge us to
think about what we do in our lives

refuses to be the object of Lord Almaviva’s affection, or an object of anything
at all. She is more than content to take
the reins in the sneaky plans and subverts the damsel-in-distress stereotype
every chance she gets.
“Keep licking your lips,” she practically spits at the misbehaving Lord
Almaviva with a glint in her eye.
Together, Turner and Sele provide
a playful chemistry that keeps the
plot fresh and engaging.
To combat this delightful pairing, there must be an equally capable force of opposition, and senior
music major Evan Koons fits the bill.
Koons carries the glee of a Disney
villain to the stage through his portrayal of Lord Almaviva, blending a
knack for physical comedy with a
deep bass voice that would put Gaston to shame. With every scowl and
sinister smile at the audience, Koons
brings a likeability to the scoundrel
that makes him enjoyable even in his
most destructive moments.
But “Figaro” isn’t just laughter and
absurd situations. Performances like
junior Jessica Schulte’s as Lady Almaviva remind the audience that
there is an underlying pulse to the
show in which real relationships
are in jeopardy. As Schulte wistfully sings “Where are they, the
beautiful moments” while walking
through her complicated household,
we remember that the amusing infi delity of her husband does have
to be freely given and freely accepted,”
Moorehead said. “We have the choice
to do that, or it doesn’t work.”
The group’s next performance will
be in Muncie on Nov. 27 at the Heorot. The show starts at 9 p.m., with
Shocrates and the Wise Men starting
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personal ramifications.
It is this painful pulse that gives
the show meaning beyond the antics of characters jumping out of
windows or almost marrying their
mothers. “Figaro” may be about the
ridiculousness of life and the comedy in love and war, but the roots of
the story are in interpersonal conflict and the forgiveness that goes beyond simply kissing and making up.
Behind all of the hype and high
notes are important choices. When
the one you love chases another,
how do you respond? Who do you
turn to when your own relationship crumbles through your fingers?
When you are given the choice to
take your betrayer back into your
arms, what do you do?
While the different plot lines
sometimes become difficult to untangle and words are occasionally lost in the intertwining melodies,
these are the questions that “Figaro”
presents, under an enjoyable guise of
giggles. And as the music swells and
hands you may not have expected
are rejoined, you might be walking
away with more than just a tickled
funny-bone.

“Marriage of Figaro” will be performed Nov. 13, 14, 20 and 21 at 8 p.m.
and Nov. 15 and 22 at 2 p.m. in the
Mitchell Theatre. Tickets are $7–12.
echo@taylor.edu
their set during the second act.
“We are taking it one day at a time
at this point. Let’s just see what we
can do here and now. . . . I think we
have something special,” Moorehead said.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

(Left to right) Trevor and Tyler Shockey, Moorehead and Stewart jam during practice.

vis-à-vis (in relation to) other peo- reading books. So I knew that I had
ple, our communities whether they a great ending.”
be large or small. . . . When I read
“My All American” arrives in thethe book on which this is based, I aters on Nov. 13.
echo@taylor.edu
ended up crying, and I never cry

NEED CLOTHES. WANT CLOTHES. COME SEE US!

OPINIONS

I believe his perception of Adam and Eve has
implications that threaten to undermine the
foundation of Christianity.
Adam, evolution and Jesus
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Where lies your allegiance?

Church is not the
place for patriotism
Cassidy Grom
News Co-Editor

Last Sunday, I sat in a church sanctuary about five miles west of Taylor. After the worship band stepped off the
stage, I watched a number of choir
members get out of their pews and
gather in front of the congregation.
Expecting a slow hymn, I was surprised to hear a lively patriotic song
worshiping the merits of the American military. The song was louder
and more passionate than the previous worship songs. The choir sang a
verse or two about each military division, and the fervent director invited veterans to stand when the song
addressed their branch.
The last line is still echoing in
my ears: “The U.S. Air Force can’t
be beat.”
As the congregation erupted in applause, my hands stayed clasped together. I leaned over to my friend and
whispered, “Is this weird for you?”
It was unsettling. At first, we sang
songs of praise and honor to the
one true God, claiming that He was

all-powerful. Then, moments later, the choir sang the same thing
about the military. The parallels
were alarming.
In the southern conservative
church I grew up in, such displays
were a regular thing. On Veterans Day
or Memorial Day or on 9/11, my pastor
would at the very least ask the military veterans to stand for recognition.
I remember wondering why the postal workers and doctors in the congregation didn’t get a day of recognition.
Were their jobs not important too?
In my church, young men or women who enlisted were given disproportionate praise compared to those
who chose another path. These situations made me think patriotism
was an intrinsic part of Christianity. In the Wednesday night kids’ program, adults regularly led children in
saying the Pledge of Allegiance before praying.
As I grew older, I researched the
definition of allegiance. Some synonyms are adherence, devotion, faithfulness, obedience and piety. Those
are adjectives I would use to describe my relationship with Christ.
I could no longer bring myself to
pledge my devotion to a piece of cloth

representing a human government.
And there was no way I would lead my
younger brothers and sisters in Christ
in doing so either.
Displaying patriotism in a church
setting is a dangerous act. It puts
God and nation on the same level,
giving both unquestionable power and authority. Emphasizing the
merits of the military from the same
stage on which we share the story
of Jesus Christ can incorrectly combine them, making the will of God
and goals of a nation seemingly one
and the same.
Placing an American flag in a
church is a spectacle of elitism. I
have several international friends
who feel uneasy and excluded
when they see it alongside a cross.
The church is universal; the Bible
tells us that heaven will be a place
where Christians from every nation
will worship around God’s throne.
If Americans insist on placing their
flag in the sanctuary, every flag
should also be represented.
Christians are called to loyalty first
to God’s kingdom. To the adults that
lead naïve children in the Pledge of
Allegiance, I ask: Where does your
primary duty lie? To our infinite
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Biblical view of gender and how we
need to join together as men and
women to redeem our culture. The
Malaina Yoder
idea sounds fairly agreeable, right?
But as I walked away from chapel, I
Contributor
didn’t hear unity coming from the
“Awesome. Yet another guilt- student body.
trip chapel.”
I heard guilt.
My friend’s comment at the beginThe friend who said this is one of
ning of Wednesday’s chapel wasn’t the most supportive people I know.
the only one of its kind. If you didn’t He consistently enters into discuscome to chapel and didn’t hear about sions of gender equality, gender exit afterward, Suzanne Burden, author pectations and women in the church.
of “Reclaiming Eve,” spoke about a He respects me as a person in ways
that culture didn’t teach him. When
Burden was reading off statistics and
talking about faulty mindsets, she
was not talking about this friend. Yet,
somehow, he felt condemned.
Why are we alienating men in a
conversation that needs their voices? People become defensive the
moment anyone talks about gender
equality. I wish I were wise enough
to know how we can approach social injustice without putting this
burden on Taylor men, but I’m not.
Photograph provided by Flickr user Simone Lovati
Accusing is not the same as discussing.
After talking to people who are wiser

Photograph provided by Google Images

Some churches treat patriotism as intrinsic to Christianity.

than I am, I have a few ideas that
could bring us closer as men and
women working together in the way
described in chapel.

1. Stop making general statements.
We need to stop saying “men oppress women.” The man beside you
in chapel is most likely not oppressing you. In fact, the Taylor men I talk
to advocate the efforts to end cultural oppression. By not clarifying, we
create a divide that’s hard for people
to cross. Of course men feel accused
when they’re put into a category with
abusers. We need to invite them into
the conversation rather than alienate them.
2. Stop viewing privilege as purely
negative.
Men—you have privilege. It’s not
your fault, but that doesn’t mean
you can ignore it. You’ve been given this double-edged sword that
can hurt or heal society. We often
sit through discussions on gender,
race or even American privilege and

Adam, evolution and Jesus
The need for a
historical Adam
Lincoln Reed
Sports Editor

Believing in evolution won’t send
you to hell, but it won’t help you
get to heaven either.
I read an article in last week’s
The Echo titled “Forbidden fruit
for thought” in which the writer
summarized a seminar by Wheaton College professor John Walton.
Walton’s main thesis from the seminar, according to the article, was
that Adam and Eve were not historical figures. They were archetypes that symbolize the origins
of mankind.
I appreciate Walton’s theory. He
is an Old Testament professor and
has clearly analyzed scripture and
the Hebrew language thoroughly
in order to arrive at his conclusion.
However, Walton’s theory worries
me. I believe his perception of
Adam and Eve has implications
that threaten to undermine the
foundation of Christianity. If Adam
and Eve are not historical figures

who sinned, then Jesus’ death and
resurrection is pointless.
After reading the article and learning that Walton’s seminar was sponsored by BioLogos, I believe it is safe
to assume he is a theistic evolutionist. This is the stated belief of the BioLogos organization, according to
its website.
Theistic evolution claims God
used evolution to create the universe,
Earth and every creature roaming
the earth.
According to evolutionary theory,
the universe formed over billions of
years. Survival of the fittest decided
which species would live and which
went extinct.
If Adam and Eve are symbolic figures, as Walton believes, then mankind evolved from apes. To believe God
made one man and one woman in his
image, as stated in Genesis 1:27, is ludicrous from an evolutionary standpoint. From a theistic evolutionary
point of view, God did not make one
man and one woman; he simply set in
motion the events which led to the formation of Homo sapiens. These events
included a process of natural selection
including death, disease and killing.
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fallible humans, just like every other nation.
Holidays like veteran’s day should
not be observed in church services.
Rather, Christians should check
God or to our finite government and our hearts and see where our first
its military?
allegiance lies and take the opThe U.S. is not some sort of new Cho- portunity to repent to God for our
sen People with divine favor. Our gov- misplaced loyalties.
ernment and military are made up of
echo@taylor.edu

Just another gender article?
Are our gender discussions
alienating men?

November 13, 2015

Genesis 1 describes God’s creation
of the world in six days. After each
day, God declares his creation good.
Chapter 2 is a detailed account of
God’s creation of Eve and his ultimatum forbidding them to eat from the
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil: if they eat from this tree, they
will die. Chapter 3 recounts how and
why Adam and Eve sinned and ate
of the forbidden tree. Their punishment? Death.
The Genesis account of creation to
the basic principles of theistic evolution are not theologically consistent.
If God used survival of the fittest
and natural selection to create the
world, then why does he call his creation “good”?
Why does God punish Adam and
Eve’s sin with death if he used survival of the fittest to create them? Death
is a crucial component of natural selection. It’s what helped bring about
the formation of mankind, according
to evolutionary theory. So why is humanity punished with something that
created them?
If natural selection makes sin irrelevant, then the need for Jesus Christ
is undermined. The first prophecy

feel responsible for what our specific group is doing or has done. If used
correctly, privilege can inspire so
much more than guilt.

3. Desegregate the conversation.
After chapels like this, we tend
to sit with our wings or floors and
vent about how frustrating it is that
women feel unwelcome in ministry
positions or that men feel like they
can’t have an opinion about gender
equality. But the moment you invite
two or three people from the opposite gender into the conversation, it
starts to change. People start sharing their stories and attempting to
understand both sides of the gender
gap. We need perspectives from both
men and women if we’re going to get
anywhere. Men, I know how hard it
can be to enter a place where you feel
condemned. But if you don’t join in,
nothing will change. Whether or not
you feel offended, gender equality is
a problem. We don’t have the option
of being quiet about this.
If the only goal of Wednesday’s
chapel was to create discussion,
then it was a success. But if we want
solutions, we need to try a different approach.
referring to Jesus is found in Genesis
3:15 when God curses the serpent (Satan) who tempted Eve: “I will put enmity between you and the woman, and
between your offspring and her offspring; he shall bruise your head, and
you shall bruise his heel.” The need for
Christ, therefore, is rooted in Genesis.
For Jesus’ death and resurrection to
be relevant, Adam and Eve need to be
historical figures who disobeyed God
and sinned. Death needs to be a consequence of sin, not the component
that helped create man.
My suspension of disbelief can only
stretch so far. I am willing to accept
that Jesus defied natural law by being born of a virgin, walking on water,
healing people miraculously and conquering death by resurrecting. However, if all scripture is “God-breathed”
as stated in 2 Timothy 3:16, then why
would God be forthcoming about
his Son in the gospels but deceptive
about Adam and Eve in Genesis?
I’m neither a scientist nor a theologian. I’m simply someone willing
to ask questions. I believe a person
can be a theistic evolutionist and go
to heaven (Romans 10:13). However, I
don’t see how belief in a concept that
negates the need for and solution to
man’s salvation (Acts 4:12) helps anyone get to heaven.
echo@taylor.edu

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“Coach puts me in spots where I can be successful
and it is my job to take advantage of those. It’s also
my job to put my teammates in positions where they
can be successful as well.”
Rio Grande floods Trojans

TheEchoNews.com
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Taylor football seniors: (Back left to right) Brandon Haan, Jake Venable, Brad Nelson, Nathaniel Ryan, Tyler
Mills, Justin Keys, Shawn Lashbrook, Michael Miller, Andrew Sheard, Wynn Coggin, (front left) Patrick Stevens,
Chris Chang, Adam Sauder, Robby Robbins, Dustin Wanner, John Beeghly, Zach Hershberger.

Senior Day victory
Robbins’ touchdown pass
fuels Taylor’s offense

when senior Justin Keys scored a rushing touchdown to set the score at 7–6.
The Lynx regrouped and scored withLincoln Reed
in the opening minute of the second
quarter to regain a 7–13 lead. The moSports Editor
mentum seemed to favor Lindenwood
The Trojans declawed the Linden- after freshman Everett Pollard threw an
wood Lynx 41–27 in a four-quarter interception. The Lynx looked to capbattle on Saturday.
italize on their luck, but then sophoLindenwood seized an early lead more Jace LaMunyon intercepted a
after scoring a touchdown midway Lindenwood pass. The Trojan offense
through the first quarter to make the wasted no time attacking the end zone
score 6–0. Taylor flirted with the score- as senior Robby Robbins threw a perboard during a failed field goal attempt, fect spiral to senior Andrew Sheard in
but finally penetrated the end zone the end zone to give Taylor a 14–13 lead.

“Robby Robbins throwing a touchdown pass really got us going, got us
excited,” said junior tight end Hans
Lundberg. “I think from there we had
a really good game.”
The Lynx refused to quit, however, and scored a touchdown to
regain the lead at 14–19. Taylor regained momentum again when special teams sophomore Dovi Gamble
blocked a Lindenwood punt. Lundberg recovered the ball, allowing
Everett Pollard and the offense another chance to score before the end
of the second quarter.

November 13, 2015

Taylor’s offense advanced down the
field and found the end zone when
Pollard completed an 8-yard pass to
Lundberg to set the score at 21–19 at
the end of the first half.
Lindenwood rebounded again
and regained a 21–27 lead with a
touchdown pass at the start of the
third quarter. The Lynx didn’t see
the scoreboard for the remainder of
the game. The Trojan offensive line
provided a resilient wall of protection for Pollard as he connected with
senior Michael Miller twice for two
touchdown passes that set Taylor
ahead of Lindenwood 35–27.
The knockout blow came in the
fourth quarter with a 10-yard rushing
touchdown by Keys to secure Taylor’s
lead at 41–27.
Senior safety Adam Sauder posted
15 tackles and senior Dustin Wanner
added seven stops of his own. Senior
Jake Venable collected four stops
during Saturday’s game and sophomore Josh Lamica acquired two
sacks. Both Sauder and Gamble were
named the Mideast League Players
of the Week.
“We tried to limit them and make
them long drives, just keep the offense on the field, use the clock a
little bit,” Wanner said. “Those long
drives we really had to stop because
their (quarterback) and running back
were a lot better than we expected.”
Taylor’s offense assembled 159 rushing yards and 310 passing yards. Keys
led the team in rushing with 111 yards.
Pollard accrued 287 yards passing
and senior Shawn Lashbrook led the
team in receiving with 124 yards.
Saturday’s victory against Lindenwood was the last home game for Taylor football’s senior class. Each senior
was recognized with his family before
the game.
“We were all playing for the seniors,”
Lundberg said. “We were all excited
for them and I know the seniors were
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Football
Schedule

11/14 Trinity International (A) 1:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Men’s Basketball
Schedule

11/14 Miami – Hamilton 3:00 P.M.
11/17 Governor State 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Basketball
Schedule

11/13 Johnson & Wales (N) 5:30 P.M.
11/14 Saint Thomas (A) 6:00 P.M.
11/19 Saint Xavier (A) 8:00 P.M.
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excited to play their last game on the
home field.”
Taylor’s seniors will play their last
college career game against Trinity
International University on Saturday.
The Trojans enter the matchup with
an overall record of 6–3 and 4–2 in
the MSFA. Kickoff is at 1 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Rio Grande Cross country runs
floods Trojans for championship

Kyle Stidom joins the
Taylor 1,000-point club

After the final buzzer, the Red
Storm emerged victorious 79–86.
Although the final outcome
Landry Long
wasn’t what head coach Josh Andrews hoped for, he’s confident in
Contributor
his team’s potential and knows what
The Taylor men’s basketball team it takes to improve down the road.
fell short Saturday at Rio Grande in
“We played hard and unselfishly,”
their third game of the season with Andrews said. “Our group needs more
game experience and must sharpen
a final score of 79–86.
After the Red Storm controlled our execution down the stretch. We
the first half, the Trojans made a must take our growth as a team one
strong push to start the second half. day at a time and improve each time
Taylor outscoring the Rio Grande we’re together. We have some skill
29–19 in the first 11 minutes and and talent and great energy about
took the lead 67–59. Rio Grande the group.”
had a surge of their own, scoring
A major highlight of Saturday’s
the next seven points, taking the game occurred when senior guard
lead for good with just under five Kyle Stidom joined the Taylor
minutes remaining in the game. 1,000-point club. Stidom finished with
a game-high 23 points and snatched a
team-high of six rebounds. His performance allowed him to surpass 1,100
total points in his collegiate career.
Stidom believes the loss can help
serve the Trojans well in the season
to come.

“We have some
skill and talent
and great energy
about the group.”

Photograph provided by TU Sports Information Department

Senior Shakir Dunning attempts a layup.

“I’m just trying to go out there each
and every game and do what Coach
asks of me,” Stidom said. “Coach puts
me in spots where I can be successful
and it is my job to take advantage of
those. It’s also my job to put my teammates in positions where they can be
successful as well.”
The Trojans play this Saturday at
home against Miami University-Hamilton. Tip-off is at 3 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Subscribe to The Echo
The Echo is a weekly newspaper with news, editorials, photographs,
and features. You can keep up with issues and events on campus
by ordering a subscription online at bit.ly/echo-subscribe

Berends, Hall excel
in league meet
Chris Yingling
Co-Editor in Chief

The Taylor men’s and women’s cross
country teams finished strong at the
Crossroads League Championship in
Huntington on Saturday.
Led by junior Matt Hall, the men’s
team took third in the nine-team
field. Only No. 5 Indiana Wesleyan and No. 15 Marian placed higher
than the Trojans. Taylor placed 12
competitors in the Top 50 among
the 121 runners. Hall bolted out
to a 25:13.3 time, his fastest in his
three-year collegiate career. Hall’s
time was enough to earn him his
first Crossroads League Championship title.
“It was one of those perfect days
with perfect weather and I really
enjoyed the course,” Hall said. “We
would’ve like to have performed a
bit better to get above Marian, but we
still had a lot of good performances.”
Sophomore Stephen Cho placed
12th in the race with a time of 26:32.6.
Behind Cho, freshman Micah Bragg,
sophomore Jonathan Taylor and junior Tanner Dye rounded off Taylor’s
Top 5 with 20th, 22nd and 24th-places finishes, respectively.

Hall and Cho received All-Crossroads League honors for their accomplishments this year.
It was a different story for the women’s team. Led by sophomore phenom
Alex Berends, the Trojans defended
their title by earning the Crossroads
League Championship for the second
year in a row.
Running for the seventh-best overall time in program history, Taylor
combined for a mark of 94:52, just 40
seconds less than second-place No. 9
IWU. Berends won the race by a margin of 30 seconds for her second consecutive title with a time of 18:22.7.
“It was a really relaxed race for me,”
Berends said. “After the first couple

miles, we spread out of the pack and
I sort of split off from everybody. We
competed like the IWU girls had targets on their backs.”
Berends was followed by senior
Anissa Richards with a 19:01.0 time and
a seventh-place finish. Junior Hannah
Schroder, freshman Michelle Franch,
senior Jane Hawks and sophomore
Andi Foster occupied ninth through
12th places. All six runners received
All-Crossroads League honors along
with head coach Quinn White.
Both teams earned the right to
compete at the NAIA National Championships on Nov. 21 in Charlotte,
North Carolina.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by TU Sports Information Department

Sophomore Alex Berends and senior Matt Hall both took home
their respective Crossroads League Championships.

Athlete of the Week

Justin Keys
Year

Senior

Hometown

Mendenhall, Mississippi

Position

Running back

Favorite quote

“I am the greatest, I said that before I knew I
was.” -Muhammad Ali

Funniest teammate

Eberline Cumberbatch

Favorite pump up song

“HIT EM” by Migos

Photograph by Fayth Glock

